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We approximate the exchange-correlation energy of density functional theory as a controll
extrapolation from the slowly varying limit. While generalized gradient approximations (GGA’s)
require only the local density and its first gradient as input, our meta-GGA also requires the orbi
kinetic energy density. Its exchange energy component recovers the fourth-order gradient expans
while its correlation energy is free of self-interaction error. Molecular atomization energies an
metal surface energies are significantly improved over GGA, while lattice constants are little change
[S0031-9007(99)08696-2]
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Density functional theory [1,2] is a popular tool for elec
tronic structure calculations of ground-state properties
atoms, molecules, and solids. In this theory, only th
exchange-correlation energyExc  Ex 1 Ec as a func-
tional of the electron densitynsrd  n" 1 n# must be ap-
proximated. Despite its simplicity, the local spin densit
(LSD) approximation [1,2]

ELSD
xc fn", n#g 

Z
d3r nsrdeunif

xc sssn"srd, n#srdddd , (1)

is still widely used in solid-state physics. More recently
generalized gradient approximations (GGA’s) [3–5],

EGGA
xc fn", n#g 

Z
d3r neGGA

xc sn", n#, =n", =n#d , (2)

have made a strong advance into the realm of quantu
chemistry. However, the goal of constructing a univers
functional with chemical accuracy (atomization energy e
rors of order1 kcalymole  0.0434 eV) remains elusive.

One way to go beyond the restricted GGA form o
Eq. (2) is to construct a fully nonlocal density functional
as we have proposed in recent work [6]. A more practic
way is to construct “meta–generalized gradient approx
mations” (MGGA’s) which expand the arguments of th
integrand of Eq. (2) to include additional semilocal infor
mation, e.g., the Laplacian=2ns or the kinetic energy den-
sity of the occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals,

tssrd 
1
2

occupX
a

j=cassrdj2, (3)

where s  ", # and ns 
P

a jcasj2. Although ts is
a nonlocal functional of the density, it is accessible i
every calculation. Early meta-GGA’s [7,8] preceded mo
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GGA’s. Meta-GGA’s are computationally efficient an
can achieve order-N scaling with unit-cell size.

Meta-GGA’s can also achieve high accuracy, as dem
strated by recent constructions [9–11] based upon fits
chemical data. However, semiempirical constructions
unsatisfactory in two ways: (1) The density function
should derive from quantum mechanics, without the ne
for 10 or 20 fit parameters. (2) Semiempirical functiona
typically fail for the uniform electron gas—the one lim
in which the GGA and meta-GGA forms can be exact
and more generally for solids. Universal functionals mu
be based on universal principles.

To construct a meta-GGA, we follow the philosophy o
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [5], who construct
a GGA by preserving and extending the correct form
properties of LSD. If everything right is kept and nothin
wrong is added, the resulting functional can never be l
accurate than LSD, unless by accident. For molecu
the PBE GGA reduces the LSD overbinding and grea
improves atomization energies. It gives realistic bindin
energy curves for rare-gas dimers, where other GGA’s
[12,13]. In solid-state physics, it improves lattice constan
and magnetic properties of many metals, and pressures
phase transitions [14]. However, the PBE GGA does n
always improve upon LSD lattice constants and can ev
predict less accurate ones as in Ge. Moreover, surf
exchange energies are significantly underestimated by
and other GGA’s.

In this Letter, we construct a new functional fo
the exchange-correlation energy which retains the go
formal properties of the PBE GGA while adding other
This new functional makes predictions which significant
improve upon those of PBE. The price for this gene
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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improvement (which seems unreachable within the GG
form) is the addition of another local variable, the kinet
energy densityt  t" 1 t#, which for n"  n# has the
second-order gradient expansion [15]

tGEA 
3

10
s3p2d2y3n5y3 1

1
72

j=nj2

n
1

1
6

=2n . (4)

Becke has argued thatt is a natural ingredient of both the
exchange energy [16] and the correlation energy [11]. F
compatibility, these two should be approximated togeth
in the same way.

The meta-GGA for exchange must satisfy the spi
scaling relation [17]

Exfn", n#g 
1
2

Exf2n"g 1
1
2

Exf2n#g , (5)

the uniform density-scaling relation [18]

Exfnlg  lExfng , (6)

where nlsrd  l3nslrd, and the Lieb-Oxford lower
bound [19]

Exfn", n#g $ Excfn", n#g $ 21.679
Z

d3r n4y3. (7)

We write the meta-GGA for a spin-unpolarized den
sity n as

EMGGA
x fng 

Z
d3r neunif

x sndFxsn, =n, td , (8)

whereeunif
x snd  2

3
4p s3p2nd1y3 is the exchange energy

per particle of the uniform electron gas. The enhancem
factorFx for a slowly varying density has the fourth-orde
gradient expansion of Svendsen and von Barth [20]

Fx  1 1
10
81

p 1
146
2025

q2 2
73
405

qp

1 Dp2 1 Os=6d , (9)

where

p  j=nj2yf4s3p2d2y3n8y3g . (10)

is the square of the reduced density gradient, and

q  =2nyf4s3p2d2y3n5y3g (11)

is the reduced Laplacian of the density. While the fir
two gradient coefficients in Eq. (9) are known exactly, th
third has an uncertainty of 20% [20] and the fourth (D) is
unknown.

We define a new variable

q̃  3tyf2s3p2d2y3n5y3g 2 9y20 2 py12 , (12)

which by Eq. (4) reduces toq in the slowly varying limit
but remains finite at a nucleus whereq diverges. A simple
enhancement factor, which scales like Eq. (6) and redu
to Eq. (9) in the slowly varying limit, is

Fxsp, q̃d  1 1 k 2 kys1 1 xykd , (13)
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a form similar to that of Ref. [5] but with

x 
10
81

p 1
146
2025

q̃2 2
73

405
q̃p 1

∑
D 1

1
k

µ
10
81

∂2∏
p2,

(14)

a new inhomogeneity parameter which replaces0.21 951p.
k  0.804 is the largest value which ensures that the
Lieb-Oxford bound of Eq. (7) is satisfied for all pos-
sible densities. We estimateD  0.113 by minimizing
the mean absolute error in the atomization energies of th
molecules from Ref. [5] (Table I). This estimate ofD,
which makesx $ 0 (henceFx $ 1), is also supported by
studies of the surface exchange energy for slowly varying
density profiles [21].

Unlike this meta-GGA (but like other GGA’s [4]), the
PBE GGA does not recover the correct gradient expansio
for exchange even to second order in=. Its coefficient
for the term linear inp in the enhancement factor is larger
than the correct value 10y81 [22] by a factor of 1.778.
This choice was made in Ref. [5] to recover the LSD linear
response of the uniform electron gas, because the secon
order gradient expansion is a less satisfactory approxima
tion to this response. The meta-GGA recovers the exac
linear response functiongxskd up to fourth order inky2kF ,
wherekF is the Fermi wave vector. The combined (ex-
change plus correlation) linear response functiongxcskd in
meta-GGA is in good agreement [21] with nearly exact re-
sults for0 # ky2kF & 1.5.

TABLE I. Atomization energies (in kcalymole). All function-
als evaluated on GGA densities at experimental geometrie
Zero-point vibration removed from experimental energies [5].
The GGA is PBE [5], and the LSD is the local part of PBE.
The Gaussian basis sets are of triple-zeta quality, withp andd
polarization functions for H andd andf polarization functions
for first- and second-row atoms.

Molecule DELSD DEGGA DEMGGA DEexpt

H2 113.3 104.6 114.5 109.5
LiH 61.1 53.5 58.4 57.8
CH4 462.6 419.8 421.1 419.3
NH3 337.3 301.7 298.8 297.4
OH 124.2 109.8 107.8 106.4
H2O 266.6 234.2 230.1 232.2
HF 162.3 142.0 138.7 140.8
Li 2 23.8 19.9 22.5 24.4
LiF 156.1 138.6 128.0 138.9
Be2 12.8 9.8 4.5 3.0
C2H2 460.3 414.9 401.2 405.4
C2H4 632.7 571.5 561.5 562.6
HCN 360.8 326.1 311.8 311.9
CO 298.9 268.8 256.0 259.3
N2 266.9 243.2 229.2 228.5
NO 198.4 171.9 158.5 152.9
O2 174.9 143.7 131.4 120.5
F2 78.2 53.4 43.2 38.5
P2 143.0 121.1 117.8 117.3
Cl2 82.9 65.1 59.4 58.0

Mean abs. error 31.69 7.85 3.06 · · ·
2545
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Our meta-GGA correlation energy functional retains th
correct formal properties of PBE GGA correlation, suc
as the correct slowly varying limit and the finite limit
2546
efor Ecfnlg under uniform scaling as the scale parame
l ! `. We also require that the correlation energy
self-interaction free, i.e., vanish for a spin-polarized on
electron density. We use the form
EMGGA
c fn", n#g 

Z
d3r

(
neGGA

c sn", n#, =n", =n#d
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where eGGA
c  eunif

c 1 H is the PBE GGA correlation
energy per electron [5]. Here

tW
s 

1
8

j=nsj2

ns

, (16)

the Weizsäcker kinetic energy density, is exact for a on
electron system. Thus Eq. (15) vanishes for any on
electron density, for any value of the parameterC. Becke
[11] and others [9,23] have usedts andtW

s to construct
self-interaction-free correlation energy functionals. W
have shifted the self-interaction correction to fourth orde
in =, where it has no effect on the correct second-ord
gradient coefficient ineGGA

c .
Just as our self-interaction correction has no effe

on a system of slowly varying density, it should hav
none on the surface energy of an extended solid. T
choice C  0.53 gives surface correlation energies fo
jellium (with bulk density parameterrs, 2 # rs # 6 bohr)
in close agreement with those of PBE GGA; atomi
correlation energies also agree, but less precisely. For
Hartree-Fock density of the He atom, the MGGA energie
in hartrees areExfng  21.020, Ecfng  20.047, and
liml!` Ecfnlg  20.054.

By making the correlation energy self-interaction free
we achieve proper uniform scaling behavior for all one
electron densities. This improvement seems to carry ov
to many-electron systems. Under uniform scaling to th
low-density or strongly interacting limit (l ! 0), Ecfnlg
scales tolWcfng. For the densitynsrd of the helium atom,
Wcfng in hartrees is20.84 (LSD), 20.68 (PBE GGA),
20.48 (MGGA), and20.48 (exact [24]).

Unlike the PBE GGA, our meta-GGA [Eqs. (3), (5)
(8), (13), and (15)] has fitted parameters (C, D), but far
fewer than other recent functionals. Comparison wi
other functionals will be made elsewhere.
TABLE II. Exchange and correlation contributions to surface energies (in ergycm2) for jellium, using self-consistent LSD
densities. Exact surface exchange energies were provided by Pitarke and Eguiluz [29].

rs sexact
x sLSD

x sGGA
x sMGGA

x sLSD
c sGGA

c sMGGA
c

2.00 2624 3037 2438 2578 317 827 824
2.07 2296 2674 2127 2252 287 754 750
2.30 1521 1809 1395 1484 210 567 564
2.66 854 1051 770 825 137 382 380
3.00 526 669 468 505 95 275 274
3.28 364 477 318 346 72 215 214
4.00 157 222 128 142 39 124 124
5.00 57 92 40 47 19 67 66
6.00 22 43 12 15 10 40 40
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Since the meta-GGA exchange-correlation energy d
pends explicitly on the occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals, th
corresponding exchange-correlation potential can be fou
by the optimized potential method [25,26]. However, in
this paper we evaluate meta-GGA energies with orbita
and densities from self-consistent LSD or GGA calcula
tions for surfaces and for molecules and solids, respe
tively. Experience with other functionals suggests tha
results obtained this way will be very close to those o
fully self-consistent meta-GGA calculations.

Table I shows the atomization energies of 20 sma
molecules calculated [27] with different functionals. The
meta-GGA functional performs remarkably well; it re-
duces the mean absolute error to 3 kcalymole, more than
a factor of 2 better than the PBE GGA and a factor o
10 better than LSD. The PBE GGA overbinding of multi
ply bonded molecules is strongly reduced, without degra
ing the quality of the results for singly bonded molecules
The largest errors occur for O2 with almost 11 kcalymole
overbinding, and for LiF which is underbound by almos
the same amount. For atomization energies, meta-GG
accuracy is comparable to that achieved more expensiv
by mixing GGA with exact exchange [28].

Table II shows surface exchange and correlation ene
gies for jellium. The meta-GGA gives surface exchang
energiessx closer to exact values [29] than either LSD
(which overestimates) or PBE GGA (which underest
mates). The combined MGGAsxc  sx 1 sc is close
to estimates of the exactsxc [6] which treat exchange and
long-range correlation within the random phase approx
mation (RPA) [29], and short-range correlation (the co
rection to RPA) within LSD.

The general improvement we have achieved over PB
GGA seems to be a consequence of the more general m
GGA form. Attempts to revise PBE within the GGA form
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TABLE III. Lattice constants (in Å) for some solids studied
in Ref. [32], from scalar-relativistic all-electron full-potential
linearized augmented plane wave calculations [33] withou
zero-point anharmonic expansion. GGA densities used for a
but the LSD calculations.

Solid aLSD aGGA aMGGA aexpt

Na 4.05 4.20 4.31 4.23
NaCl 5.47 5.70 5.82 5.64
Al 3.98 4.05 4.02 4.05
Si 5.40 5.47 5.46 5.43
Ge 5.63 5.78 5.73 5.66
GaAs 5.61 5.76 5.72 5.65
Cu 3.52 3.63 3.60 3.60
W 3.14 3.18 3.17 3.16

Mean abs. error 0.078 0.051 0.059 · · ·

[30] achieve limited improvement in atomization energies
but worsen the surface energies. Even for atomizatio
energies, the “revised PBE” GGA improves results for th
multiply bonded molecules at the cost of worsening them
for the singly bonded ones [31].

The meta-GGA distinguishes between different limiting
regions of space: (i) iso-orbital regions, such as densi
tails in atoms and single bonds in molecules, where th
density is dominated by one orbital or several of the sam
shape, makingt ø tW , and (ii) regions of strong orbital
overlap, such as intershell regions in atoms or valenc
regions in metals, wheret ¿ tW . (By the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality,t $ tW .)

Convincing evidence [32] indicates that the core-valenc
intershell region is the main source for the errors of LSD
and GGA lattice constants of solids. In this region, th
reduced Laplacian of Eq. (11) is rather large (q ø 2).
Table III shows that meta-GGA lattice constants [33] d
not consistently improve upon those of GGA. In NaCl
neglect of long-range van der Waals attraction may be
second source of error.

Some say that “there is no systematic way to constru
density functional approximations.” But there are more o
less systematic ways, and the approach taken in Ref.
and here is one of the former. As LSD is embedded i
GGA, so GGA is embedded in meta-GGA. While rea
electron densities are seldom close to the slowly varyin
limit, this limit still provides an important global constraint
on the density functional.
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